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Shortly after the Core's destruction, all of the Skylanders were banished from Skylands to Earth, where they were turned into toys as a result of Earth bearing no magic, and waited for a new Portal Master to find them. Although Master Eon survived the destruction of the Core of Light, he became a spirit
and was unable to fight Kaos and The Darkness, leaving the duty of leading the Skylanders to the new, young Portal Master. After Master Eon recruited the new Portal Master, the Skylanders made their suprising return to Skylands, arriving on the Shattered Island to save its Mabu inhabitants from a freak

tornado that was ravaging their village. The heroes then began their quest to save Skylands from Kaos' tyranny with the new Portal Master guiding them. The Skylanders must then go through three Trials of the Elements to collect the Skystones. All of the Skystones are needed to restore the Core of
Power, which then powers the Portal in which the Skylanders can return to Skylands. When the Skylanders return to Skylands, they encounter Kaos, where they must defeat The Darkness to stop Kaos from erasing all magic. The Skylanders learn that the Guide is needed to return to the Core of Power, and

must then guide the Skylanders to the Portal once more to travel to the Core of Light, where they can recharge the Portal. Once the Skylanders have their magic restored, they journey back to Skylands, just in time to stop Kaos from destroying the Portal, and they begin their quest to locate the new
Guide. After several adventures, the Skylanders return to the Portal to restore the Core of Light, which then restores Skylands' magic. The Skylanders then travel to The Source of All Magic, where they confront the villainess Sephora. In the finale, the Skylanders begin their quest to confront Kaos once

more, who has begun erasing magic from Earth and has caused the portal to disappear.
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master eon and the skylanders continue to fight kaos and the darkness, but little do they know that kaos has managed to resurrect master eon's old teacher from the underworld, who is now working for the evil kaos. together with the mysterious portal master, the skylanders travel to the underworld to
rescue master eon's old teacher. once there, they encounter a new race of aliens called the elemental sprites, who were enslaved by the darkness. the skylanders must fight them, and master eon, who is now trapped in his own old teacher's body, gets in a battle with the darkness. with his powers
restored, master eon is able to assist the skylanders in defeating the darkness, and they manage to save the skylanders from the underworld. after the battle with spellslamzer, the skylanders returned to skylands and secretly found the core of light under the ice of the ice mountain. only fireheart,

stormblade, and nightfall could hear it, but the skylanders kept the find a secret to avoid the wrath of spell punk. a small group of the skylanders including fireheart, stormblade, and nightfall formed a crack army to face the evil spell punk. with the help of the remaining superchargers, they were able to
defeat spell punk, his robots, and his agents. skylanders' core allies, the three superchargers, were removed from their stasis, but their power had been drained by the fight with spell punk, and the skylanders were able to restore their power by recharging them by using the core of light. they were then

able to use the power of their core to defeat spell punk once and for all. 5ec8ef588b
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